CERTAINTY ASSURANCE
Predictable, repeatable achievement of safety goals and objectives.
CertifiedSafety creates safety certainty in an uncertain world.

ON POINT.

ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS.
Let CertifiedSafety ensure your process and plans never hold you back.

BE SURE AND CONFIDENT WITH CERTIFIED SAFETY.

HIT YOUR SAFETY TARGETS. EVERY TIME.
Protect your asset and project from accidental failure. Protect your reputation with expert external validation. Be a hero. Assure process and plan certainty, right from the start.

BE MORE SUSTAINABLE
SAFEGUARD ASSETS
PROTECT BUDGETS
STAY ON SCHEDULE

B. GOAL/TARGET CERTAINTY

EXISTING PROCESS ASSESSMENT, GAP ANALYSIS, ROADMAPS
Objective, third-party reviews of safety-related processes. The identification of process and critical path gaps, and roadmaps for resolution focusing on these key areas:
- Plant/facility safety policy and process maturity level
- Benchmarking safety standards and areas for improvement
- Commitment to safety process, documentation, and compliance
- Effective safety risk management practices integration

“COLD-EYE” EXISTING PLAN REVIEW
Independent project plan reviews that drive successful goal achievement. Proven and experienced practitioners provide an objective assessment of:
- Project execution uncertainties
- Preparedness for startup
- Proper resourcing, staffing, and activity levels
- Systems, procedures, and materials
- Gap analysis and opportunities for improvement

LAGGING KPI MANAGEMENT
Improve the effectiveness of your safety process, boosting your achievement of safety targets. Define, track, and report on:
- Injury frequency and severity
- Near misses (frequency and trend)
- Fatality or other accidents
- Chemical releases
- OSHA/CALOSHA recordable injuries
- Lost workdays
- Worker’s compensation claims and costs
- Experience modifier rate and changes

ACHIEVING/EXCEEDING TARGETS
Have a Low TIC
Increase Compliance
Optimize Resources
Achieving Stated Goals

CERTAINTY ASSURANCE
Safety strategies & plans that assure you hit your goals

SERVICES
Process Assessment & Gap Analysis
“Cold-eye” Plan Reviews
Lagging KPI Achievement
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